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This thesis describes how the human Alpha class glutathione transferase (GST) A1-1 can 
be reprogrammed either to function as a multipurpose biosensor for detection of small 
molecule analytes, or as a handle providing for more efficient protein purification.  

A novel, user-friendly, and efficient method for site-specific introduction of functional 
groups into the active site of hGST A1-1 is the platform for these achievements. The 
designed thioester reagents are glutathione-based and they are able to label one single 
nucleophile (Y9) and leave the other 50 nucleophiles (in hGST A1-1) intact. The 
modification reaction was tested with five classes of GSTs (Alpha, Mu, Pi, Theta and 
Omega) and was found to be specific for the Alpha class isoenzymes. The reaction was 
further refined to target a single lysine residue, K216 in the hGST A1-1 mutant A216K, 
providing a stable amide bond between the protein and the labeling group. To further 
improve the labeling process, biotinylated reagents that could deliver the acyl group to 
Y9 (wt hGST A1-1) or K216 in the lysine mutant, while attached to streptavidin-coated 
agarose beads, were designed and synthesized.  

A focused library of eleven A216K/M208X mutants was made via random mutagenesis 
to provide an array of proteins with altered micro-environments in the hydrophobic 
binding site, where M208 is situated. Through the invented route for site-specific 
labeling, a fluorescent probe (coumarin) was introduced on K216 in all double mutants, 
with the purpose of developing a protein-based biosensor, akin to the olfactory system. 
The array of coumarin-labeled proteins responded differently to the addition of different 
analytes, and the responses were analyzed through pattern recognition of the fluorescence 
signals. The labeled proteins could also be site-specifically immobilized on a PEG-based 
biosensor chip via the single C112 on the surface of the protein, enabling development of 
surface-based biosensing systems. 

Also, a refined system for efficient detection and purification of GST-fusion proteins is 
presented. Through a screening process involving A216K and all produced 
A216K/M208X mutants, two candidates (A216K and A216K/M208F) were singled out 
as scaffolds for the next generation of fusion proteins. In addition to the features present 
in commercially available GST fusion constructs, the new mutants can be site-
specifically labeled with a fluorophore in bacterial lysates providing quick and sensitive 
monitoring of expression and purification. Furthermore, the proteins could be labeled 
with a unique aldehyde moiety providing for a novel protein purification scheme. 
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Denna avhandling handlar om hur skräddarsydda proteiner kan användas som en ny 
multifunktionell biosensor för detektion av giftiga molekyler, men också som nya 
handtag för effektivare proteinrening. Proteiner är kroppens maskiner och förekommer i 
praktiskt taget alla cellens processer. Idag är det möjligt att genom genetiska eller 
kemiska metoder manipulera naturliga proteiner för att ändra deras funktion eller skapa 
nya funktioner. Att kunna omprogrammera ett protein till att utföra andra uppgifter än 
dess naturliga har öppnat upp dörrar till att använda proteiner i nya, icke-naturliga 
sammanhang. Inom bioteknikindustrin är proteiner, konstruerade av människohänder, 
användbara verktyg. Biosensorer, biokatalysatorer och biomarkörer är några exempel på 
användningsområden för designade proteiner. 

I avhandlingen presenteras två alternativa vägar, A) och B), varigenom nya funktioner 
kan introduceras kovalent i det naturliga enzymet glutationtransferas. Mestadelen av 
arbetet har baserats på humant glutationtransferas A1-1 (hGST A1-1), och mutanter av 
den. Glutationtransferaser är en familj avgiftningsenzymer som finns hos alla däggdjur. 
De katalyserar konjugeringen av tripeptiden glutation till en mängd olika hydrofoba 
elektrofila molekyler (ofta giftiga molekyler för organismen), vilket gör att konjugatet 
blir mer vattenlösligt och kan sedermera lätt exporteras ut från cellen. Eftersom de har 
utvecklats att fungera som avgiftningsenzymer så har de en promiskuös bindningsficka 
för hydrofoba elektrofiler, tillsammans med en närliggande och specifik bindningsficka 
för glutation. Detta gör att de kan binda en mängd olika molekyler i den promiskuösa 
bindningsfickan och utföra många olika typer av enzymatiska reaktioner. Denna 
egenskap är ovanlig hos enzymer, då de allra flesta endast kan binda en specifik molekyl 
och utföra en specifik reaktion. Andra egenskaper hos glutationtransferaser är att de är 
stabila och de är lätta att producera och rena fram. Vidare är glutationtransferaser mycket 
välstuderade proteiner, och kristallstrukturer av många varianter finns tillgängliga. 
Sammantaget pekar det mesta mot att glutationtransferaser är nästintill optimala 
kandidater till att fungera som en plattform för utveckling av nya proteiner med nya 
egenskaper. 

A) Ett nytt användarvänligt och effektivt sätt att lägesspecifikt introducera funktionella 
molekyler med olika egenskaper i aktiva ytan hos proteinet har tagits fram. Genom att 
blanda designade och syntetiserade tioestrar av glutation med humana glutation- 
transferaser från Alfaklassen upptäcktes det att proteinerna blev modifierade av
motsvarande acylgrupp på en specifik aminosyra i aktiva ytan, nämligen den katalytiskt 
viktiga tyrosin 9 (Paper I). Endast tyrosin 9 utav 51 befintliga nukleofila aminosyror i 
hela proteinet kunde genom den här metoden bli selektivt inmärkt med varierande 
acylgrupper, med utbyten som överskred 90 % efter en timmes inkubering (Paper II). 
Metoden har vidareutvecklats genom design och syntes av biotinylerade, 
glutationbaserade tioestrar, varigenom öveskottet av reagens effektivt kunde bindas till en 
agarosmatris immobiliserad med avidin, efter reaktionen. Mångsidigheten för reaktionen 
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har även utvecklats ytterligare genom att införa mutationen A216K, vilken då också 
kunde märkas in lägesspecifikt och bilda stabila amidbindningar med en rad acylgrupper 
(Paper III). Detta har lett till att exempelvis en reportermolekyl (fluorescent prob) förts in 
i ett framtaget mutantbibliotek av proteinet där mikromiljön i aktiva ytan varierats, med 
avsikt att utveckla en proteinbaserad biosensor liknande våra lukt- och smaksystem 
(Paper IV). Även ett nytt potentiellt system för effektiv rening och detektion av önskade 
målproteiner har tagits fram genom den här metoden (Paper V). 

B) För att markant utöka möjligheterna att introducera nya funktionella molekyler i 
hGST-A1-1 gjordes försök till totalsyntes av proteinet. Genom att kemiskt syntetisera 
proteinet från scratch, ges nära gränslösa möjligheter att manipulera både själva 
proteinskelettet och aminosyrornas sidokedjor. Två olika designstrategier presenteras, 
varigenom syntetiska polypeptider kan konjugeras ihop stegvis med naturliga 
peptidbindningar, för att slutligen få fram ett helsyntetiskt, veckat och funktionellt 
protein. 
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Acm   S-acetamidomethyl 
Alloc   Allyloxycarbonyl 
ANT-NHS  Succinimidyl N-methylanthranilate 
Boc   t-butoxycarbonyl 
CDNB   1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene 
DCM   Dichloromethane 
DIPCDI  1,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide 
DIPEA   Diisopropylethylamine 
DMF   N,N-dimethylformamide 
EDC   N-ethyl-N´-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide 
ESI-MS  Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry 
FRET   Fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
GS-Al   Thioester of glutathione and p-formylbenzoic acid 
GS-ANT  Thioester of glutathione and N-methylanthranilic acid 
GSB   Thioester of glutathione and benzoic acid 
GSBd5 Thioester of glutathione and the deuterated analogue of benzoic 

acid 
GSC-thioester Thioester of glutathione, where the glycine residue was changed to 

a cystein residue 
GS-DNB  Thioester of glutathione and 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene 
GSH   Glutathione 
GST   Glutathione transferase 
GS-thioester  Thioester of glutathione 
HOBt   1-hydroxybenzotriazole 
HPLC   High performance liquid chromatography 
K216Cou  The conjugate between lysine 216 and coumarin 
MALDI-MS  Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry 
Msc   Methylsulfonylethyloxycarbonyl 
NA    Neutravidin 
NCL   Native chemical ligation 
NHS   N-hydroxysuccinimide 
OD   Optical density 
PCR   Polymerase chain reaction 
PEG   Polyethylene glycol 
PDEA   2-(2-pyridinyldithio)-ethylamine 
SBzl   Benzylmercaptane 
SPCL   Solid phase chemical ligation 
SPPS   Solid phase peptide synthesis 
TFA   Trifluoroacetic acid 
TFE   Trifluoroethanol 
UV   Ultraviolet 
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The structure, three- and one-letter code of the 20 common amino acids. 
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Alanine, Ala, A Arginine, Arg, R Asparagine, Asn, N Aspartic acid, Asp, D

Cysteine, Cys, C Glycine, Gly, G Glutamine, Gln, Q Glutamic acid, Glu, E

Histidine, His, H Isoleucine, Ile, I Leucine, Leu, L Lysine, Lys, K

Methionine, Met, M Phenylalanine, Phe, F Proline, Pro, P Serine, Ser, S

Threonine, Thr, T Tryptophan, Trp, W Tyrosine, Tyr, Y Valine, Val, V
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The processes that are the basis for life are taken for granted by many of us. 

Fundamental questions about how the building blocks of nature (atoms) can be 

combined to generate the larger building blocks (molecules) that in turn can generate 

the macromolecules of life (such as DNA, sugars, lipids and proteins) tend to be 

unanswerable and classified as  miracles by many non-scientists. The miracle of life is 

that a myriad of chemical reactions in the cell are occurring simultaneously with great 

accuracy and at an astonishing speed. Understanding the molecular nature of life’s 

processes and the intricate networks of biomolecular interactions present in all living 

beings is the ultimate goal for scientists in the field of chemistry and biology. During 

the past 60 years, enormous efforts have been put in to understand the cellular 

machinery and the interplay between the different cellular constituents that makes life 

possible.    

1.1. Proteins – the fundament of life 

The focus of this thesis has been a class of biological molecules called proteins. 

Proteins are the most versatile macromolecules. They control and assist in almost all 

the chemical, biological and physical processes that result in life. Proteins can 

function as receptor molecules, transport molecules, messenger molecules, molecular 

motors, defenders against microorganisms and other toxic compounds, and controllers 

of electron flow. However, of all the roles of proteins, probably the most important is 

catalysis. In the absence of catalysis, most reactions in biological systems would take 

place too slowly to provide products at an adequate pace for a metabolizing organism. 

The protein catalysts that serve this function in organisms are called enzymes.  
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Irrespective of the function of the protein, all proteins are made of basically 20 

naturally occurring amino acids which are connected in long chains through peptide 

bonds (Figure 1.1).  

Figure 1.1. The amino acids are linked by peptide bonds to form polypeptide chains. 

The amino acids have various sizes, shapes and functional groups. In order for a 

protein to function, it must adopt a certain three-dimensional structure that places the 

involved parts of the protein in the correct spatial arrangement, i.e. the protein must be 

folded. The information needed for the protein to fold into a functional three-

dimensional unit is contained within the one-dimensional amino acid sequence. The 

structural organization of a protein is usually described on four levels and may be 

defined as (Figure 1.2): (i) the primary structure, defined by the linear sequence of 

amino acids within a polypeptide; (ii) the secondary structure, which refers to the 

folding of local regions into motifs such as �-helices and �-sheets; (iii) the tertiary 

structure, the compact asymmetric structure resulting from packing of secondary 

structural elements and; (iv) the quaternary structure, defined by the assembly of 

subunits of proteins having more than one polypeptide chain.  

Figure 1.2.  Structural levels in proteins.
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1.2. Why study proteins? 

There are many different aims that may motivate the study of proteins. The human 

gene pool has recently been surveyed in an international project, called the HUGO-

project 1, 2. Collaboration between researchers around the world has lead to the 

conclusion that approximately 23 000 protein-coding genes exist in the human 

genome. The full set of proteins (the proteome) encoded by the human genome is 

more complex. The human proteome is larger than the genome, i.e. there are more 

proteins than genes. This is due to post-translational modifications and alternative 

splicing of genes 1. One of the biggest challenges for scientists is now to determine 

the structure and function of proteins. This would give better insights into where and 

when different proteins are active in human tissues and organs, and also a better 

understanding of how proteins interact with each other in complex networks. The over 

all aim in this research area is not only to understand the human biology, but also the 

course of events for complex diseases, such as cancer and degenerative diseases, 

which in turn is important for drug development and treatment.  

Understanding the mechanisms of how a synthesized, linear polypeptide, becomes a 

folded functional protein is another challenging task in protein science 3. A detailed 

understanding would give us the tools to predict the three-dimensional structure from 

the primary structure and to design novel protein structures and functions not 

provided by nature. Recently there has been a huge interest in diseases connected to 

protein misfolding, aggregation, and amyloid formation. These diseases include cystic 

fibrosis, cancer, Alzheimer´s disease, Parkinson´s disease, Type II diabetes, 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and Creutzfeldt-Jacob´s disease 4, 5. At present, a 

large amount of research is being carried out to understand the molecular basis 

underlying these diseases and for early detection of amyloid formation 6-9. 

Apart from the fundamental protein research which deals with the function of living 

organisms, there are other aspects of the utility of proteins; for example protein-based, 

or peptide-based, platforms for the development of novel enzymes, receptors or 

biosensors 10-14. The ability to manipulate proteins with chemical methods in order to 

alter the natural function or introduce new functions has provided a basis for a range 

of different applications 15, 16. Post-translational derivatization of naturally occurring 

proteins and enzymes with artificial functional molecules represents a promising 

approach for the development of novel tailor-made biomolecules 15, 17. This opens up 

several avenues to induce selective reactivity in a site-specific manner, and that can be 

applied to protein identification and manipulation in both an in vivo and an in vitro
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context. Also, synthetic and semi-synthetic approaches have been attractive to create 

proteins and enzymes with novel functions 18.  

This thesis describes the development of multipurpose artificial receptors. The 

enzyme glutathione transferase has been used as a scaffold with the aim to alter the 

natural function of the protein by chemical methods. In Chapter 2, an overview of the 

field of protein design is given. My achievements are introduced in Chapter 3. First, 

our workhorse enzymes; the glutathione transferases are introduced. Thereafter, the 

story of the development of a novel route for site-specific introduction of chemical 

moieties into the protein scaffold is told. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the 

applications of a multipurpose receptor are presented. A summary of the published 

work (Papers I-V) are found in Chapter 6. Finally, an unfulfilled opportunity for 

synthetic reconstruction of the enzyme is presented in Chapter 7. 
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Since the first site-directed mutagenesis experiments, approximately 30 years ago 19, 

it has been possible to manipulate proteins at a molecular level, both with genetic- 

and chemical methods. The purposes of protein manipulations, usually referred as 

“protein design” are to achieve a fundamental understanding of protein structure-

function relationships, and also to alter their characteristics or introduce novel 

functions. This chapter gives an overview of both genetic and chemical strategies that 

have provided the protein designer with a greatly expanded palette from which to 

modulate the specificity and/or reactivity of existing enzymes and to create novel 

proteins with novel functions.   

2.1. Protein engineering 

With the technology available today it is possible to clone and overexpress proteins in 

bacteria, yeast cells, insect cells, and mammalian cells. The knowledge of how to 

mutate genes has also made it possible to change the properties, such as catalysis, 

reaction specificity or stability 20, 21.  Performing changes in the DNA sequence of a 

cloned gene, coding for a particular protein, with the purpose of modulating the 

characteristics of the protein or introducing novel functions, is called protein 

engineering. For example, redesigning the active site of an existing enzyme by genetic 

methods can change the catalytic activity of the enzyme to catalyze reactions not 

possible by the natural enzyme 10, 22. Engineered proteins are now useful reagents for 

applications in biotechnology and as environmental-friendly catalysts for example in 

detergents, in the agrochemical and food industry, and in pharmaceuticals and 

therapeutics 23-25.  

There are two general methods for protein engineering. One is known as directed 

evolution, and it is based on random alterations of the gene sequence. Diverse gene 
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libraries can be created by various random methods, such as error prone PCR or DNA 

shuffling. High-throughput selection or screening procedures, such as phage display, 

are thereafter applied to identify proteins with desired qualities, expressed from the 

gene libraries 26. An advantage of this method is that desired changes are often caused 

by mutations that no one would have expected. The difficulty of finding a sufficiently 

effective screening or selection system for a specific enzymatic activity may, on the 

other hand, be the biggest drawback of this method 27. The other strategy is known as 

rational design, in which precise changes in the amino acid sequence are preconceived 

based on a detailed knowledge of the protein structure, function and mechanism 28-30. 

Computationally based methods are most often applied to evaluate the structural and 

functional influences of the proposed mutations 31-33. Even though there is a large 

amount of reports on successful work based on rational design, the drawback is that a 

mutation often leads to unexpected results and have frequently been found to be 

deleterious with regards to stability and activity.  

2.2. Chemical strategies in protein design 

In concert with the genetic techniques, chemical strategies have had a significant 

impact in the field of enzyme design. Taking advantage of the knowledge gained in 

protein engineering, the construction of new proteins and peptides with new functions, 

de novo or template based, is now a very active area of research 15, 34, 35. Chemical 

modification of proteins is an intriguing approach for the development of new 

enzymes and proteins with novel functions. Covalent modification methods allow an 

almost unlimited range of functionality to be site-specifically introduced into proteins. 

Most strategies for site-specific modification of proteins exploit the distinctive 

reactivity of the thiol group in cysteine in vitro 36-38. The thiol-reactive functional 

groups are primarily alkylating reagents, including iodoacetamides, maleimides and 

benzylic halides. Additional methods that permit site-specific modification of other 

residues than cysteine, and that permit specific, single-site modification in the 

presence of multiple cysteines, or under in vivo conditions are highly desirable. 

Synthetic and semi-synthetic approaches to generate novel functional proteins and 

enzymes have been developed, and thus, opened up possibilities to incorporate 

functionalities at any position in the protein sequence 39. Chemical protein synthesis 

also promises the unlimited variation of the covalent structure of a polypeptide chain 

with the objective of understanding the molecular basis of protein function.  
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This work constitutes a demonstration of how the methods of protein research can 

generate reengineered proteins with novel functions. Instead of focusing on 

fundamental protein science, effort has been put in taking advantage of the existing 

knowledge to generate proteins with functions not provided by nature.
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This chapter starts with an introduction to the glutathione transferases. The site-
specific incorporation of artificial groups into the protein scaffolds is then presented. 
The last part describes how an acylating reagent was further functionalized with an 
affinity tag. 

3.1. Glutathione transferases 

The glutathione transferases (GSTs; EC 2.5.1.18) are a superfamily of multifunctional 

dimeric enzymes involved in the mechanism of cellular detoxication 40-44. Three major 

families of proteins that are widely distributed in nature exhibit glutathione transferase 

activity. Two of these, the cytosolic and mitochondrial GSTs, are soluble enzymes 

that are only distantly related 45. The third family comprises microsomal GST and is 

referred to as membrane-associated proteins 45. The soluble GSTs have since their 

discovery in 1961 proven to be present in oxygen metabolizing organisms 46. Based 

on amino acid sequence similarities, seven classes of cytosolic GSTs have been 

recognized in mammalian species, designated Alpha, Mu, Pi, Theta, Zeta, Sigma and 

Omega 47, and within each class, several isoenzymes may exist 45.  

3.2. Structure and function of cytosolic GSTs 

Today, there are numerous crystal structures available of mammalian GSTs from all 

classes, both with and without ligands 41, 47, 48. The cytosolic GSTs exist as homo- or 

heterodimers, and they catalyse the conjugation reaction between the tripeptide 

glutathione (�-Glu-Cys-Gly, GSH) and a number of hydrophobic, electrophilic 
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compounds of both endogenous and xenobiotic origins 41 (Figure 3.1). The 

glutathione-conjugates are then further metabolized through the mercapturic acid 

pathway and eventually excreted; the glutathione-conjugates have greater solubility in 

water, facilitating their export from the cell 49.  

Figure 3.1. The nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction between GSH and the 

most frequently used electrophilic substrate 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB).

Other functions of GSTs include inactivation of �/�-unsaturated carbonyl derivates, 

isomerase activities, peroxidase activities, transportation and clearance of oxidative 

stress products and modulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis signaling pathways 
50. In addition to their catalytic activities, GSTs also function as ligand binding 

proteins and thereby facilitate the intracellular storage of a variety of hydrophobic 

non-substrate compounds, including hormones, bile acids and metabolites 51-53. 

Because the GSTs have evolved to function as detoxication enzymes, each subunit has 

a specific and highly conserved glutathione binding site (G-site), and an adjacent but 

far less specific hydrophobic binding site for electrophilic substrates (H-site) 54, 

Figure 3.2. The substrate specificity of an enzyme is usually dominated by 

electrostatic interactions between the enzyme and the substrate. In the H-site of the 

Alpha class GSTs, there are very few hydrophilic residues that can contribute with 

electrostatic interactions 55. The residues contributing to the G-site are well-conserved 

across the GST classes, whereas those of the H-site are highly variable, and thus 

produce the varying hydrophobic substrate specificities of the different isoforms. 
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Figure 3.2. (A) shows the dimeric structure of hGST A1-1 (PDB entry: 1GUH) 55 in 

complex with S-benzylglutathione (shown in stick representation). (B) shows one of 

the subunits, where tyrosine 9 (Y9) is represented in stick model, and a close-up of the 

binding pocket. The locations of the G-site and the H-site are highlighted with 

arrows. The flexible helix 9 (�9) is also indicated in the figure. 

Each subunit contains two domains: an N-terminal �/�-domain, where the G-site is 

located and a C-terminal �-helical domain, where the H-site is located (Figure 3.2). X-

ray crystallographic and site-directed mutagenesis studies have shown that each 

subunit contains a conserved tyrosine (Alpha, Mu, Pi, Sigma), serine (Theta, Zeta) or 

cysteine (Omega) residue in the G-site, that are crucial in the normal detoxication 

reaction 50. These residues hydrogen bond to, and effectively deprotonates, GSH to 

form the nucleophilic thiolate anion (GS-) 41. The pKa value of the thiol group is 

lowered from approximately 9 in solution to 5.7-7.5 (depending on the isoenzyme) 

when bound to the active site 56-58 and thus facilitates the conjugation reaction.  

The modular features of these proteins, in combination with their stability, ease of 

purification 59, and the wealth of accumulated knowledge of structure-activity 

relationships 60, are all factors that point to the GSTs as ideal candidates in protein 

engineering efforts with the goal of obtaining novel function. 

3.3. A candidate for protein engineering (Paper I) 

The different classes of GSTs display different characteristics and the present study is 

focused on the GSTs from the Alpha class, and in particular, the human isoenzyme 

hGST A1-1. A unique structural feature of the Alpha class GSTs is the C-terminal �-

helix (�9) 61 (Figure 3.2). In the apo form of the protein, �9 is either disordered or 

G-site

H-site
�9

Y9

A B
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structured, but conformationally highly mobile 62, 63. In contrast, hGST A1-1 in 

complex with S-benzylglutathione or ethacrynic acid has a well-formed amphipatic �-

helix (�9) 55, 62. Glutathione alone can also induce helical formation in the C-terminus 

of hGST A1-1 63, 64. The hydrophobic microenvironment in the H-site of the Alpha 

class GSTs is partly due to �9 that closes like a lid over the H-site when a substrate is 

bound, and thus protects the H-site from surrounding water 55. The dynamic nature of 

�9 suggests that it can be mutated without deleterious effects on the overall structure 

of the protein. In fact, numerous modulations of the C-terminal region have been done 

to study the effects on ligand binding, detoxication activity and overall stability 58, 65-

67. 

3.3.1. Site-specific modification of Y9 in the Alpha class GSTs 

In a study with the purpose of obtaining mechanistic information in the construction 

of a novel enzyme, it was found that hGST A1-1 could be site-specifically acylated at 

the side chain of tyrosine 9 (Y9) upon incubation with GSB, a thioester of GSH and 

benzoic acid (Figure 3.3).  

Figure 3.3. The structures of GSH and GSB, and the modification reaction of hGST 

A1-1 and GSB. 

This novel route for site-specific incorporation of an artificial group into the Alpha 

class GST had not been reported previously and the reaction was therefore thoroughly 

investigated by UV spectroscopy, HPLC and MALDI-MS and the results were the 

starting point for the development of a multipurpose artificial receptor. 
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Upon incubation with an excess of GSB, it was found that wild-type hGST A1-1 

became acylated at one single position (Y9) by the benzoyl moiety. UV spectroscopy 

measurements showed a decrease in the GSB concentration that was found to be 

equivalent to that of the protein concentration, calculated as a monomer. Detailed 

proteolysis analyses were performed to identify the site of modification. Peptide 

fragments of modified hGST A1-1 following proteolytic digestion, using either 

trypsin (cleaves on the carboxyl side of arginine and lysine) or Staphylococcus Aureus

Protease V8 (S. aureus V8) (cleaves on the carboxyl side of glutamic acid and aspartic 

acid), was analyzed with MALDI-MS and compared to those obtained from 

unmodified hGST A1-1. From these experiments it turned out that the fragment 

corresponding to amino acids 7-13 (LHY9FNAR), using trypsin, or 2-17 

(AEKPKLHY9FNARGRME) using S. aureus V8, had gained an increased mass 

equivalent to a benzoyl moiety.  

By comparing the two proteolytic fragments, Y9 was the only nucleophile that could 

form a sufficiently stable ester under neutral conditions. Inspection of the crystal 

structure of hGST A1-1 in complex with -benzyl-GSH (PDB entry: 1GUH), Figure 

3.5, where Y9 is in close proximity to the thioether bond, also pointed out Y9 to be 

the amino acid residue that became modified.  
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Figure 3.5. A close-up of the 

crystal structure of hGST A1-1 

(PDB entry: 1GUH) in a complex 

with S-benzylglutathione. The 

distance between the hydroxyl 

oxygen of Y9 and the ligand benzyl 

CH2 is 4.2 Å (© 2003 American 

Chemical Society). 

Figure 3.4. MALDI-MS 

spectrum of the resulting 

peptide fragments of hGST 

A1-1 following incubation 

with GSB and proteolysis 

with S. aureus V8. 
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3.3.2. Only the Alpha class GSTs became modified 

To explore if the modification reaction was unique to hGST A1-1, GSB was added to 

a panel of five classes of GSTs (Alpha, Mu, Omega, Pi, and Theta). All GSTs have a 

catalytically important tyrosine (Alpha, Mu, and Pi), serine (Theta) or cysteine 

(Omega) in the G-site in the equivalent position. The sequence identity across the 

classes is low but all the structures have a similar fold, with each subunit consisting of 

two distinct domains 46. However, there are some striking structural differences 

between the classes. Comparison of the Alpha, Mu and Pi structures reveals several 

major similarities, as well as crucial differences. The Alpha class has a C-terminal 

helix (�9) that provides a smaller and more hydrophobic active site in comparison 

with the Mu and Pi classes that have more open sites 55. The Theta class GST shows 

only 7 % overall sequence identity with the Alpha, Mu, and Pi classes 68 and has a 

unique substrate specificity compared to all other classes 46. There are considerable 

structural variations between the Omega class and the other classes. In particular, the 

enzyme has an unusual proline-rich N-terminal extension not present in other classes 
46.  

A set of ten isoenzymes (hGSTs A1-1, A2-2, A3-3, A4-4, M2-2, M4-4, O1-1, P1-1, 

mGST M5-5, rGST T2-2) and also the A4-4 mutant Y9F were used in the screening 

experiment. Proteolysis and MALDI-MS analysis was used to identify the fragments 

corresponding to Y9 in hGST A1-1. The four human isoenzymes from the Alpha class 

have a tyrosine residue at position 9, and the results showed that only this tyrosine 

residue in the Alpha class could be acylated by GSB. The hGST A4-4 mutant Y9F did 

not show any sign of modification. All together this provides evidence that the 

modification reaction is class-specific and that Y9 is the site of modification.  
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Figure 3.6. Crystal structures of one of the subunits of five GST classes. The 

catalytically important residue corresponding to Y9 in hGST A1-1 is shown in stick 

representation. (A) human Alpha class (PDB entry: 1GUH), (B) human Mu class 

(PDB entry: 1HNA) 69 , (C) human Omega class (PDB entry: 1EEM) 70, (D) human Pi 

class (PDB entry: 1GSS) 71, (D) human Theta class (PDB entry: 1LJR) 72. 

The class-specific modification might be partially explained by the depressed pKa 

values of Y9 in the Alpha class ranging from 6.7 (hGST A4-4) 73 to 9.2 (hGST A2-2) 
74, but on the other hand, the values are reported to be in this range for the Pi enzyme 

also 75. Binding preference is probably not the reason either, because similar 

compounds have been shown to bind to the Alpha, Mu, and Pi class with comparable 

affinities 76. Thus, the main reason behind the class-specificity appears to be that the 

thioester functionality is better oriented in the Alpha class to facilitate the nucleophilic 

attack of Y9 compared to the corresponding catalytic residues in the other classes.  

3.3.3. The modification reaction was not unique for GSB  

Two additional GS-thioesters (GS-ANT, synthesized from glutathione and N-

methylanthranilic acid, and the naturally occurring -lactoylglutathione), Figure 3.7  

A. Alpha B. Mu C. Omega

D. Pi E. Theta

S ,
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were also incubated together with the four isoenzymes from the Alpha class to 

investigate whether GSB was the only reagent able to modify Y9. MALDI-MS 

analyses showed that all isoenzymes became modified by GS-ANT whereas no trace 

of modification was detected for -lactoylglutathione. 

Figure 3.7. Structures of GS-ANT, S-lactoylglutathione and ANT-NHS.

3.3.4. The GSH backbone is required for specificity 

The modification of hGST A1-1 is very specific in that only one out of 51 possible 

nucleophiles, one out of ten tyrosine residues, becomes covalently modified. The 

underlying reason for this specificity is the GSH backbone for which the affinity of 

the G-site is highly conserved throughout the GSTs. The GSH backbone is required 

for specificity since an activated ester, ANT-NHS (succinimidyl N-methyl-

anthranilate), Figure 3.7, mainly acylated surface-exposed lysine residues and only to

a minor extent Y9. In contrast, the corresponding GS-thioester, GS-ANT, only 

acylated Y9. 

3.3.5. Kinetics and stability 

The rate of the modification reaction, and the stability of the formed Y9-benzoyl ester, 

was investigated by adding increasing concentrations of GSB to hGST A1-1 at 

different pH values. 100 µM GSB was shown to modify hGST A1-1 (5 µM) roughly 

quantitatively within 40 minutes, and the pH dependence showed a slight optimum at 

pH 7.5. The pKa of Y9 in hGST A1-1 is 8.1 57, but even though the concentration of 

reactive tyrosinate ion increases with increasing pH, the stability of both the thioester 

and the Y9 ester are decreased at higher pH values due to hydrolysis.  
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The benzoyl ester formed at Y9 was stable in sodium phosphate buffer solution, pH 

7.0, for at least 24 hours. A pulse and chase experiment using GSB and the deuterated 

analogue of GSB (GSBd5), showed that there is no exchange of bound benzoic acid, 

Figure 3.8. On the other hand, incubation with GSH for 10 minutes completely

removed the ester, but an addition of S-methyl-GSH protected the benzoyl ester at Y9 

significantly. Interestingly, the ANT-modified hGST A1-1 was significantly more 

stable towards GSH. 

Figure 3.8. MALDI-MS spectrum after a pulse and chase experiment where an excess 

of GSB was added to hGST A1-1 followed by a chase of an equal amount of the 

deuterated analogue GSBd5 after 5.5 h incubation. The reaction was then allowed to

proceed overnight. The figure shows that there was no exchange of bound benzoic 

acid. The inset shows that GSB and GSBd5 react with hGST A1-1 in identical ways (© 

2003 American Chemical Society). 

The potential for GSB and GS-ANT to deliver their acyl group to Y9 was also tested 

in E. coli lysates that were doped with hGST A1-1. GSB was able to modify Y9 only 

when a protease inhibitor cocktail was added to the reaction mixture, which was not 

necessary for GS-ANT. It might be that GS-ANT stabilized �9 more than GSB, and 

protected it from proteolysis. The speed of the reactions were similar to that in buffer 

solution for both reagents, and by adding a protease inhibitor cocktail, the stability of 

the Y9 esters were also similar to that in buffer solution.  
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3.4. Expanding the repertoire of acylating reagents (Paper II)

With the purpose of exploring the potential of the novel site-directed modification 

reaction, a combinatorial screening approach was set up. The GSTs are promiscuous 

proteins with a broad substrate specificity 40, and the range of GS-thioesters that could 

deliver their acyl groups to the proteins could potentially be expanded to include more 

reagents than GSB and GS-ANT. A panel of 17 thioesters of glutathione, with a 

variety of functionalities, were synthesized in parallel and used in screening 

experiments with the Alpha class GSTs Figure 3.9.  

Figure 3.9. The structures of the carboxylic acids that were conjugated with GSH. 

GSB (not shown) was also included in the experiment. 

The combined screening of both reagents and proteins was done in order to 

investigate whether any of the Alpha class isoenzymes would be better suited as a 
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scaffold for protein engineering experiments and also to obtain general information 

about reagent requirements. Out of 18 GS-thioesters investigated (GSB included), 14, 

or 78 %, were able to covalently modify Y9 of hGST A1-1. The modification reaction 

was also versatile with respect to the other Alpha class GSTs (hGST A2-2, A3-3 and 

A4-4), where 72 – 83 % of the reagents were able to acylate the proteins. The set of

chemical groups that could be site-specifically introduced into the active site of the 

proteins now included fluorescent groups, a photochemical probe and an aldehyde 

moiety.  

Table 3.1. Modification reactions of the human Alpha class GSTs. 

hGST 
GS-thioester A1-1 A2-2 A3-3 A4-4 

GSB + + + + 
GS-1 + + + + 
GS-2 + + + + 
GS-3 + + + - 
GS-4 + + + + 
GS-5 + + + + 
GS-6 + + + + 
GS-7 - - + - 
GS-8 + + + + 
GS-9 - - - - 
GS-10 + - - + 
GS-11 - + - - 
GS-12 + + + + 
GS-13 + + + + 
GS-14 + + + + 
GS-15 + + + + 
GS-16 - + + - 
GS-17 + + + + 

  + and – corresponds to modified or not modified Y9-fragment 

Since the Alpha class GST  have a relaxed hydrophobic substrate specificity that

originates from their biological role as detoxication enzymes, it may not be that 

surprising that they accept the vide range of reagents. There does not seem to be a 

systematic way of predicting the ability of a GS-thioester to modify an Alpha class 

GST. The corresponding acids of the GS-thioesters vary in reactivity, size, 

hydrophobicity, substitution pattern, etc. No general trends were found, with the 

exception of GS-9, which is di-ortho-substituted, and did not react with any of the 

Alpha class GSTs. The likely explanation is that GS-9 is too sterically hindered, 

especially since the di-meta-substituted analogue, GS-1, is an exellent derivatization 

reagent for all four proteins. The extent of modification varied, which is not surprising 

since standardized conditions with respect to incubation time, temperature and reagent 

s
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concentration were used for all reactions. Not all reagents work for all Alpha class 

GSTs, and the main reason behind a successful modification depends on the 

combination of protein and reagent that in turn leads to an optimal orientation of the 

thioester functionality in close proximity to the reactive Y9 residue. The multiple set 

of acyl groups being able to site-specifically modify the proteins is due to the adjacent 

promiscuous H-site that accepts a large variety of groups. Even though the affinity of 

the acyl group for the H-site may be relatively low, one can envision that the acyl 

group hitches a ride with the glutathione backbone into the active site. Generally, 

GSH has an affinity for the G-site that is about an order of magnitude stronger than 

for a general substrate for the H-site 58, 77. Again, an example of how to utilize the fact

that GSTs are promiscuous detoxication enzymes.  

3.5. Improvement of the modification end-product stability  

The ester formed at the side chain of Y9 in the wild-type hGST A1-1 was not stable 

towards GSH, and the possibility of using Y9-modified proteins in purification or 

fusion protein experiments is thus limited since the intracellular concentration of GSH 

ranges from 0.1 to 10 mM. It was also found that by adding another GS-thioester 

reagent (GS-2) to benzoic acid-modified hGST A1-1 resulted in scrambling of the 

bound acyl group from benzoic acid to naphtoic acid 78. Thus, to allow this reaction to 

be more efficiently utilized, an effort was put into designing a more stable linkage 

between the protein and the acyl group. 

3.5.1. Labeling of a single lysine residue in an hGST A1-1 mutant 

To circumvent these problems, Hederos et al 79, prepared three Lys-mutants of hGST 

A1-1 (Y9K, A216K and Y9F/A216K) to explore the possibility of generating a more 

stable amide bond in the modification reaction 79, Figure 3.10. The Y9K mutant was 

prepared to test whether the targeted tyrosine could be directly substituted by a lysine. 

Position 216 was chosen since an A216H mutant of hGST A1-1 has been shown to 

function as a novel hydrolytic enzyme, where an Y9-ester was found as a reaction 

intermediate 22, and an introduced lysine residue at position 216 could therefore be in 

spatial range for acylation. The double mutant Y9F/A216K was prepared to explore 

the role of the critical Y9 residue in a possible modification reaction. 
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Figure 3.10. A close-up of the crystal structure of hGST A1-1 (PDB entry: 1GUH) in 

a complex with S-benzylglutathione. The targeted positions (Y9 and K216) are shown 

in stick representation, and helix 9 (�9) is also indicated in the figure. 

The panel of GS-thioesters (Figure 3.9) was incubated together with the three Lys-

mutants to test the modification reaction. Following incubation with the reagents and 

proteolytic digestion (S. aureus V8), the resulting peptide fragments were monitored 

by MALDI-MS. Out of 18 GS-thioesters tested, eight (44 %) were able to modify 

A216K, whereas Y9K was unaffected by the addition of the reagents. The double 

mutant Y9F/A216K did react with one reagent only, GSB. None of the other GS-

thioesters showed any trace of modification with this mutant. Hederos et al showed 

that the formed amide bond between A216K and the acyl groups is stable against 1 

mM GSH for more than 24 hours and that the reaction can take place in an E. coli

lysate. Again, the reaction was site-specific and only one nucleophile out of 52 

present (one out of 25 lysine residues) was targeted.  

Figure 3.11. The site-specific modification reaction of A216K 
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Table 3.2. Modification reactions of A216K, Y9F/A216K and Y9K. 

hGST A1-1 

GS-thioester A216Ka Y9F/A216Ka Y9Kb 

GSB + + - 
GS-1 - - - 
GS-2 - - - 
GS-3 - - - 
GS-4 + - - 
GS-5 + - - 
GS-6 + - - 
GS-7 - - - 
GS-8 + - - 
GS-9 - - - 

GS-10 - - - 
GS-11 - - - 
GS-12 - - - 
GS-13 + - - 
GS-14 + - - 
GS-15 - - - 
GS-16 + - - 
GS-17 - - - 

         a + and – corresponds to modified or not modified K216-fragment. 
           b + and – corresponds to modified or not modified K9-fragment. 

3.5.2. Reaction mechanism 

The reaction mechanism seemed to proceed via an Y9-ester whereupon the acyl group 

was transferred to K216. Interestingly, the formation of the Y9-ester does not seem to 

be an absolute requirement for acylation of K216 since the mutant Y9F/A216K 

becomes acylated at K216 by GSB. However, the rate of modification by GSB was 

slower for Y9F/A216K than for A216K, indicating that the hydroxyl group of Y9 

speeded up the reaction rate. A suggestion is that either the intramolecular acyl 

transfer from Y9 to K216 is very fast, or Y9 aids as a general base on K216, lowering

its pKa and thus making it possible for a direct nucleophilic attack on GSB. A third 

alternative is that Y9 is involved in the stabilization of the tetrahedral transition state 

formed upon a nucleophilic attack from K216. Figure 3.12 shows an example, where 

the modification reaction between A216K and GS-4 was followed by MALDI-MS. 

Time-spots were withdrawn from the reaction mixture for proteolysis and subsequent

analysis. 
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Figure 3.12. (A) MALDI-MS of the resulting fragments of the mutant Y9F/A216K 

following incubation with GS-4 for 24 h, and proteolysis. (B-D): The action of both 

the Y9 fragment (aa 2-17) and the K216 fragment (aa 216-222) of A216K incubated 

with GS-4 could be followed semi-quantitatively with MALDI-MS. Early time points

showed an increasing amount of Y9-intermediate that reached a maximum at around 

10 minutes. At all time points thereafter, the amount of Y9-intermediate was tiny, 

whereas a fast increase in K216 modification was obtained.  

3.6. Design, synthesis and function of novel labeling reagents (Paper 
III) 

The successful site-specific modification of hGST A1-1 and its mutant A216K with 

fluorescent molecules encouraged us to develop a biotinylated labeling reagent that 

could, either deliver the fluorescent acyl group to the folded protein scaffold whilst 

attached to an avidin-modified solid support (NA beads), or a system where the solid 

support could potentially be used to mop up excess and used up reagent following the 

modification step. Biotin was chosen because of the multitude of commercially 

available protein-friendly products that uses the highly specific and extraordinarily 

strong biotin-avidin interaction (Ka = 1015 M-1). If successful, this would allow for a 

site-specific attachment of a fluorescent group, yielding a pure, labeled protein in two 

steps, without further processing.  
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Because of the physiological importance of the GSTs, a lot of work has been put into 

investigating the substrate requirements, both for GSH 80-82 and also for the 

electrophiles 50. Generally, alterations in the C-terminal glycyl moiety of the tripeptide 

are more accepted by the GSTs than alterations in the N-terminal �-Glu part 81, 82. 

Therefore, a tripeptide scaffold, �-Glu-Cys-Cys, where the glycine residue was altered 

to a cysteine residue was synthesized with orthogonal protecting groups on the 

cysteines. A thiol-reactive and water soluble biotin linker was then coupled to the C-

terminal cystein residue, whereas the other cystein residue was coupled to a set of four 

different fluorescent probes in parallel (Figure 3.13) to produce the biotinylated 

thioesters (GSC-thioesters). A particular biotinylated G�C thioester will henceforth 

be named GSC-Xbio, where X is the corresponding acyl group. In addition to the GSC-

thioesters, an �-NH2 acylated GSB analogue was synthesized and a sepharose-linked 

GS-Cou was also produced to investigate the possibilities of alterations in the N-

terminal part of the tripeptides in the protein modification reactions. 
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The outcome of adding the biotinylated GSC-thioesters to hGST A1-1 and A216K 

was investigated by MALDI-MS. We found that hGST A1-1 could be modified at the 

Y9 residue with two of the C-terminally altered GSC-thioesters (GSC-Antbio and 

GSC-Coubio) and the A216K mutant reacted with GSC-Coubio. Following completed 

modification reaction, NA beads were added to the reaction mixture as a scavenger to 

remove excess and used up reagent. To analyze the scavenging step we used reversed

phase HPLC (Figure 3.14), and found that the treatment with NA beads quantitatively 

had removed residual reagent. In contrast to the modification experiments where the 

NA beads had been pre-incubated with the GSC-thioesters, allowing for surface-

assisted delivery of the acyl group, we found several advantages performing the 

modification reaction in solution with subsequent scavenging. For example, the rate of 

the modification reaction was significantly higher in solution and it was easier to 

control the extent of the reaction in this format. The modification could also be carried 

out both in an E. coli lysate containing expressed A216K and in a buffered solution 

containing 1 mM GSH. 

Figure 3.14. (A) A photograph under an UV lamp, � = 337 nm, showing the

scavenging step with NA beads. A216K was incubated with an excess of GSC-Coubio

followed by incubation with the NA beads, and then eluted by centrifugation. (B) 

HPLC chromatograms, � = 355 nm, showing the labeling mixture before and after the 

scavenging step (© 2006 American Chemical Society).   

None of the �-NH2-derivatized reagents were able to modify hGST A1-1 and A216K. 

It was concluded that alterations in this part of the GSH backbone are not viable 

routes to user-friendly labeling reagents, in line with previous studies 81, 83. The �-
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glutamyl moiety has been shown to be the most important recognition site on the GSH 

molecule 82-84. 

Two of the biotinylated GSC-thioesters were thus successful in labeling hGST A1-1. 

One of these (GSC-Coubio) was also a reagent for the A216K mutant. Two types of 

residues are thus targeted, and this increases the flexibility of the system. The wild-

type system may be used if reversible modification is desired since the ester bond 

formed can be quickly and gently broken simply by addition of GSH. The A216K 

system provides a more stable linkage that resists GSH and is therefore well suited for 

use in fusion proteins in purification systems (Chapter 5). The introduction of a 

fluorophore into the active site of A216K also provides possibilities to use A216KCou

in biosensor applications (Chapter 4). 
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This chapter starts with an overview of the field of biosensors, followed by a summary 

of the basic principles of fluorescence, which is the sensing technique that has been 

used in this work. Finally, the development of a protein-based, multipurpose 

biosensor is described. 

4.1. The concept of biosensors 

A biosensor is a device that allows for the detection and quantification of 

biomolecules in a single step: the direct spatial combination of biological recognition 

and transduction into a recordable signal 85. According to the classification of a 

biosensor, one should distinguish between a biosensor and a chemical sensor. 

Although chemical sensors may be used to monitor biological processes, as the in vivo 

pH or oxygen sensors 86, 87, they incorporate a non-biological specificity-conferring 

part or receptor 88. Biosensors possess a biological recognition element, typically, an 

oligonucleotide, peptide, enzyme, receptor-protein, antibody, organelle or whole cell, 

and the main purpose of the recognition system is to provide the sensor with a high 

degree of selectivity for the analyte to be measured 88.  
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of biosensors. 

In a biosensor, a biomolecular recognition event induces a change in a chemical or 

physical parameter (wavelength, frequency, temperature, pH, conductivity, refractive 

index, etc.), that is converted into a measurable signal by a transducer element. The 

signal transduction devices are generally divided into physical or electrochemical 85. 

Most biosensors are either enzyme-based or affinity-based, depending on whether the 

sensor signal originates from an enzymatic turnover of the analyte or from an affinity 

interaction between the analyte and the recognition element. Enzymes were 

historically the first molecular recognition elements included in biosensors, that were 

primarily developed for medical applications such as detection of glucose in blood 89, 

90. Although enzyme-based biosensors show significant promises for certain 

environmental monitoring tasks, they also show several inherent limitations. The main 

limitation involves their lack of versatility 91. Therefore, the fastest growing area in 

biosensors involves affinity-based biosensor techniques 92. Numerous biosensing 

techniques have been reported that allow researchers to better study kinetics, structure 

and solid/liquid interface phenomena associated with protein-ligand or protein-protein 

binding interactions 93-102. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the 

development of  protein microarrays 103-106. Assembling biosensors into microarrays 

provides the possibility of simultaneous monitoring of many (thousands) 

biomolecular interactions on a small area (~1 cm2) 103, 107. This allows for a high 

throughput of analyses and at a reduced time and cost. In contrast to the successfully 

used DNA microarrays 108 (developed in the 1990s), microarrays of proteins are more 
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difficult to produce because of the complex nature of proteins compared to DNA. All 

together, tremendous efforts are being invested in the development of new biosensing 

techniques because of their applications in fields such as clinical/diagnostics, 

environmental monitoring, food industry, bioprocess monitoring, 

military/antiterrorism and nanotechnology 92, 109.  

The following part describes the achievements and prospects in the design and 

operation of a protein-based biosensor for which the transduction mechanism is based 

on fluorescence. The system involves the concepts of an affinity-based biosensor and 

is based on the coumarin-modified A216K mutant of hGST A1-1 (A216KCou). 

4.2. Principles in the design of fluorescent molecular sensors 

Fluorescence is an ubiquitous luminescence phenomenon in which susceptible 

molecules (most often conjugated polycyclic aromatic molecules) emit light from 

electronically excited states created by either a physical (e.g. absorption of light), 

mechanical (friction), or chemical mechanism. When the molecules return to the 

ground state, the excess in energy is released as photons that are detected as 

fluorescence. The energy of the emission is typically less than that of absorption 

because of energy losses in the excited state through rotation and vibration of the 

molecule. Hence, fluorescence typically occurs at lower energy or longer wavelengths 

than the excitation wavelength. The shift in energy, and the resulting shift in 

wavelength maximum to longer wavelengths, is called the Stokes´ shift. In contrast to 

this conventional view of fluorescence, there is a relatively novel imaging technique 

in cell biology, called “Two-Photon Fluorescence Microscopy” (2PFM) 110. With this 

imaging technique, the sample is illuminated with wavelengths around twice the 

wavelength of the absorption peak of the fluorescent molecule used.  
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Figure 4.2. Definition of excitation, emission and Stokes´ shift. 

The categories of molecules capable of undergoing electronic transitions that result in 

fluorescence are known as fluorescent probes, fluorochromes, or dyes. Probes that are 

covalently conjugated to a larger macromolecule (such as a nucleic acid, lipid, 

enzyme, or protein) are termed fluorophores. In general, fluorophores are divided into 

two broad classes, termed intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic fluorophores, such as 

aromatic amino acids, porphyrins, and green fluorescent protein, are those that occur 

naturally 111. Extrinsic fluorophores are synthetic dyes or modified biochemicals that 

produce fluorescence with specific spectral properties. Several commonly used 

techniques within biological, biochemical, and biophysical sciences utilize the 

phenomenon of fluorescence, since it provides a simple, safe, and sensitive platform 

for analysis of conformation, folding and interaction. Many strategies based on 

fluorescence spectroscopy are available, including steady-state, time-resolved, and 

anisotropy measurements. In this study, three common parameters have been used in 

steady-state fluorescence experiments, and they are listed below. 

The simplest parameter is the fluorescence emission intensity. The intensity of 

fluorescence can be decreased by a vide variety of processes that are called 

quenching. A common example of quenching is observed with the collision of an 

excited state fluorophore and another (non-fluorescent) molecule (usually oxygen, 

halogens, amines and many electron-deficient organic molecules) in solution during 

the excited state lifetime, resulting in deactivation of the fluorophore and a return to 

the ground state. A second type of quenching mechanism, termed static quenching, 

arises from non-fluorescent complexes formed between the quencher and the 
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fluorophore that serve to limit the absorption by reducing the population of active, 

excitable molecules. For either static or collisional quenching to occur; the 

fluorophore and the quencher must be in direct contact. This method was used to 

measure the specific binding of analytes to our designed biosensor. 

A Wavelength shift of the emitted light for a fluorophore can occur in response to a 

change in its interaction with the molecular environment. The fluorescence 

wavelength is more red-shifted in a polar than in a hydrophobic environment. This 

occurs because the excited state has a larger dipole moment than the ground state, 

thus, after excitation, the surrounding solvent dipoles can relax around the excited 

state molecule, and this takes place more readily in polar solvents. Wavelength shift 

data was collected to get information of the micro-environmental surroundings of the 

fluorophore.  

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is a non-radiative process that 

should not be directly linked to the fluorescence process. Hence, this process is 

sometimes termed RET, i.e. the concept of fluorescence is excluded in the 

terminology because the process does not involve the appearance of a photon. FRET 

refers to a long-range dipole-dipole interaction between the electronic transition 

dipoles of the donor and the acceptor, and this phenomenon requires overlap of the 

absorption spectrum of the acceptor with the emission spectrum of the donor to occur. 

The distance at which 50 % of the donor emission energy is transferred to the acceptor 

is called the Förster distance (R0) 
111, and it is determined by the donor-acceptor pair 

and is usually between 10-60 Å. Consequently, detectable FRET between two 

fluorophores, one (the donor) being initially excited and the other (the acceptor) being 

able to receive the energy of excitation and to transform it to its own emission, may be 

observed at separation distances of 10-60 Å and sometimes up to 100 Å, depending on 

the donor-acceptor pair. Hence, the method is very suitable for investigating 

conformational changes and quantifying distances within macromolecules 112, 113. In 

each monomer of A216K, a single tryptophan residue (W21) is positioned within 10-

15 Å (estimated from the crystal structure of wt hGST A1-1) from the introduced 

coumarin fluorophore at position 216, Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3. A close-up of the crystal structure of hGST A1-1 (PDB entry: 1GUH). 

A216 is replaced with K216. The distance between NH2 of the introduced K216 and

W21 is 13.6 Å. 

This, in combination with the spectral overlap between donor (W21) emission and 

acceptor (coumarin) absorption allowed for FRET experiments to be performed. This 

method was used to measure potential distance changes between W21 and coumarin 

upon analyte binding.  

Additionally, correction for the Inner Filter Effect is an important issue that was 

applied in the affinity studies discussed in part 4.4. A number of photophysical

variables affect the accuracy of fluorescence measurements, and the most important in 

the context of equilibrium constant determinations is the absorption of the incident 

light or absorption of the emitted light. The relative importance of each process 

depends upon the optical densities (OD) of the sample at the excitation and emission 

wavelengths. If a significant part of the total absorption is due to the species, usually 

the ligand, whose concentration is varied in the course of the experiment; the 

absorption effect will distort the concentration dependence of the fluorescence, 

leading to an incorrect value for the equilibrium constant. Therefore, fluorescence 

intensities were corrected for the inner filter effect when the optical density exceeded 

OD = 0.05 111 at the wavelength of excitation and emission, using the following 

equation 111:  
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where Fobs and Fcorr are the experimental values and the corrected fluorescence 

intensities, respectively, and ODex and ODem are the optical densities of the sample at 

the wavelengths of excitation and emission, respectively.   

  

4.3. Reengineered GSTs as Biosensors 

The introduced K216 is located in the C-terminal helix, in or near the H-site of the 

folded protein scaffold (Figure 3.10)  The C-terminal helix (�9) undergoes a 

conformational transition upon substrate binding 61-63, 114, and we hypothesized that 

K216Cou could report changes if the protein binds a molecule in the vicinity of the 

coumarin moiety. To test this hypothesis, A216KCou was used in pilot screening 

experiments together with GSH and a library of 12 hydrophobic molecules in a 

combinatorial fashion. The fluorescence spectra of 1 µM A216KCou with 0-500 µM of 

analyte in a buffered solution were recorded using �exc = 280 nm (excitation of W21) 

and also �exc = 355 nm (direct excitation of the coumarin fluorophore). It was found 

that, generally, addition of GSH or a hydrophobic molecule quenched the 

fluorescence of A216KCou to varying degrees, and small wavelength shifts were also 

observed. This was true both for the direct excitation of the coumarin fluorophore and 

excitation of W21 with concomitant resonance energy transfer to the coumarin. The 

ability of A216KCou to respond to the addition of different analytes opened up 

possibilities for biosensing.  

The human olfactory system has inspired researchers to develop an electronic nose 

based on relatively nonspecific sensor electrodes 115, 116. The identification of a 

particular compound is then based on mathematical interpretation of the signals from 

the array electrodes 117, 118. Colorimetric sensor arrays for molecular recognition are 

also common in biosensing applications 119-122. We realized that this approach could 

be extended to use proteins as receptors and that A216KCou is in fact exceptionally 

well suited for this type of experiment. The task was to design and create a 

multipurpose, protein-based affinity array that could sense and signal specific binding 

of different molecules where the readout could be interpreted through pattern 

recognition of fluorescence signals.  

Reports have shown that the contribution of the active-site M208 to the binding of the 

electrophilic substrate is of importance 123. It has also been shown that mutating M208 

results in altered substrate preferences 123, 124. On the basis of this, a focused library of 

A216K/M208X mutants was made via random mutagenesis to provide an array of 

.
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proteins with altered micro-environments in the hydrophobic binding site (H-site). 

The idea was to deform the H-site to an appropriate degree, to obtain different 

substrate preferences. Too much would perhaps result in nonexistent binding in the H-

site and thus no analyte recognition or spoilage of the G-site with no labeling as a 

potential outcome. The drawback of too little deformation would be reduced diversity.  

Figure 4.4. A close-up of the crystal structure of hGST A1-1 (PDB entry: 1GUH). 

A216 is replaced with K216. Positions K216 and M208 are shown in stick 

representation. 

Eleven double mutants (A216K/M208L, F, S, Y, A, E, R, T, G, K and C) were 

isolated and purified, and all of the double mutants could be site-specifically labeled 

by GSC-Coubio at position 216 to form the K216Cou conjugates (Figure 3.11). A more 

detailed description of the characteristics of the double mutants is found in chapter 5.   

With the overall aim to develop a protein-based platform for biosensing, we wanted to 

(i) explore the signaling potential of the site-specifically labeled receptor family, (ii) 

investigate if the proteins were able to specifically bind a potential ligand in the active 

site and (iii) immobilize the labeled proteins on a hydrogel chip for surface-based 

biosensing applications, such as protein microarrays. 
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4.3.1. Signaling potential of the site-specifically labeled receptor family 

In order to explore the signaling potential of the receptor family and to find out what 

kind of information that could be extracted, a combinatorial screening experiment was 

set up with three analytes (n-valeric acid, fumaric acid monoethyl ester and 

litchocholic acid, Figure 4.5) and all 12 proteins (the double mutants and A216K) in a 

microplate format. These analytes were not known substrates for GSTs and two of 

them (n-valeric acid and fumaric acid monoethyl ester) had quite similar structures and

sizes but were dissimilar compared to the third analyte (litchocholic acid).  

Figure 4.5. Structures of n-valeric acid, fumaric acid monoethyl ester and lithocholic 

acid. 

The outcome of adding 200 µM of analyte to 1 µM (final concentrations) of each of 

the 12 labeled proteins was analyzed with respect to direct excitation of the coumarin 

probe at 355 nm and excitation of the tryptophan residue (W21) at 280 nm. The

emission was monitored from 370 to 500 nm (the emission maximum (�em,max) for 

coumarin was 408 nm without added analytes). Addition of GSH to GSTs can affect 

the binding of a second substrate in the H-site 58, 65, 67, and therefore the equivalent 

parameters were collected following addition of 200 µM GSH to each sample. In 

these experiments, both the changes in fluorescence intensities (�FCou, �FCou,FRET, 

�FCou,GSH, �FCou,FRET,GSH) and the positions of the emission maxima (��em,max,Cou, 

��em,max,FRET, ��em,max,Cou,GSH, ��em,max,FRET,GSH) were documented. This resulted in a 

matrix of eight data points for each analyte and protein combination or 96 data points 

per analyte. The variation in the collected parameters between n-valeric acid and 

fumaric acid monoethyl ester was small, but detectable. This is not surprising since 

the two molecules are similar in size and structure. Adding lithocholic acid to the 

panel of proteins resulted in larger changes in fluorescence intensities and wavelength 

shifts, and the pattern of the collected parameters varied significantly compared to the 

results for any of the two smaller molecules, Figure 4.6. In order to simplify the 
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interpretation, the differences in changes between (i) fumaric acid monoethyl ester 

and n-valeric acid (Figure 4.7 A) and (ii) lithocholic acid and n-valeric acid (Figure 

4.7 B) were calculated. These changes reported by a single protein or just a few 

proteins in an array would not amount to anything useful, but the combined effect 

from all 12 proteins was quite promising. For efficient use of this method, the data can 

be analyzed in a quantitative way, by for example PCA (Principal Components 

Analysis). 

Figure 4.6. Graphic representation of the changes in fluorescence by adding (A) 

n-valeric acid, (B) fumaric acid monoethyl ester and (C) lithocholic acid to the panel of

A216K/M208X mutants. The values on the y-axis correspond to the changes in the 

different parameters (in % compared to the proteins without analyte). A positive value 

means % quenching or % blue-shift.  

A
B

C
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Figure 4.7. Graphic representation of the changes in the eight measured fluorescence 

parameters between (upper) fumaric acid monoethyl ester and valeric acid and 

(lower) lithocholic acid and valeric acid. Valeric acid has thus been used as a 

normalizing substance. The values on the y-axis correspond to the absolute % values 

following subtraction of the changes in the parameters for valeric acid from the 

corresponding parameters for either of fumaric acid monoethyl ester or lithocholic 

acid. The mutants A216K/M208L and F were omitted in the investigation with 

lithocholic acid (© 2007 American Chemical Society).   

Fumaric acid monoethyl ester – Valeric acidA

Lithocholic acid – Valeric acidB
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4.4. Affinity studies 

The capacity of binding was investigated by measuring the dissociation constant (Kd) 

for a subset of analytes using conventional titration experiments and steady-state 

fluorescence spectroscopy. Using steady-state fluorescence as a tool to obtain 

information for a given protein-ligand interactions can in many cases be rather 

difficult and complex. Many parameters have to be taken into account to reveal 

correct information. In the present system, a protein was labeled with a fluorescent 

probe and the fluorescence signal (i.e. emission intensity and/or emission wavelength 

maxima) was expected to change upon analyte addition since the fluorophore was 

positioned near or in the active site in the folded protein.  

A proposed binding event was assumed to be bimolecular, i.e. one analyte per 

monomer. Each monomer of the dimeric enzyme hGST A1-1 is assumed to have an 

independently functional active site in the nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction 
125, that is known as “all-of-the-sites” reactivity. This has also been suggested for GST 

A1-1 from rat 126. It has also been reported that both G-site- and H-site ligands bound 

noncooperatively to rGST-A1-1 with a stoichiometry of 2 molecules per enzyme 

molecule (1 molecule per subunit) 127.  

The binding of an analyte to a single site on a protein is described by the following 

equations: 

P + A � PA       (4.2) 

At equilibrium, the dissociation constant Kd is defined by 

[ ][ ]
[ ]PA

AP
Kd = ,       (4.3)    

where [P] is the concentration of free protein, [A] is the concentration of free analyte 

and [PA] is the concentration of the PA complex. High affinity is characterized by a 

low value of Kd. 

On the basis of previous studies 58, low micromolar to low millimolar affinities were 

expected. The Kd of GSH for wild-type hGST A1-1, measured by pre-equilibrium 

absorption experiments, was 190 ± 50 µM. The experiments were performed in black 

microplates with a clear bottom. Thus, information regarding the optical density, 

fluorescence intensity, and wavelength shift could be obtained in the same 
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experimental setup. During fluorescence spectroscopy measurements, the observed 

fluorescence Fobs is the weighted average of the fluorescence emitted from the free 

protein and from the protein bound to an analyte: 

[ ] [ ]
[ ]tot

freebound
obs P

PFPAF
F

+
=      (4.4) 

where Fbound is the fluorescence of the protein bound to an analyte and Ffree is the 

fluorescence of the free protein. Equation (4.4) can be rearranged using (4.3) and 

(4.5): 

[ ] [ ] [ ]PAPP tot +=       (4.5) 

where [PA] is the concentration of protein bound to an analyte and [P]tot is the total 

concentration of protein, giving the actual equation used for fitting to the experimental 

data: 

[ ]
[ ] d

dfreebound
obs KA

KFAF
F

+
⋅+⋅

=      (4.6) 

Here, Fobs is the observed fluorescence intensity, Fbound is the fluorescence of the 

protein bound to the analyte, Ffree is the fluorescence of free protein, and [A] is the 

concentration of free analyte. [A] can be expressed as: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]totd
totdtottotdtot AK

AKPAKP
A ⋅+�

�

�
�
�

� −+
+

−+
−=

2

22
  (4.7) 

where [A]tot is the total concentration of analyte. 

The affinities (Kd-values) for GSH for seven tested mutants varied over a quite narrow 

range (72-179 µM). This was in line with our expectations because GSH is known to 

bind in the G-site and we had mutated the H-site. The affinity for 1-chloro-2,4-

dinitrobenzene (CDNB) varied between 601 µM for A216KCou/M208E to 6.8 mM for 

A216KCou/M208A. The larger variation for CDNB binding between the mutants was 

not surprising because position 208 is located in the H-site, where CDNB is known to 

bind. The nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction between GSH and CDNB to 

form GS-DNB is catalyzed by wt hGST A1-1, and the proteins showed affinities for 

GS-DNB in between those of GSH and CDNB, respectively. S-hexyl-GSH, a well-

known inhibitor of the alpha class GSTs, showed the highest affinity, 2.5 µM for 
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A216KCou. An example of the affinity determination using steady-state fluorescence 

measurements is shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.8. Emission spectra of A216KCou/M208F with increasing concentrations of 

GSH (excitation at 355 nm). The emission intensities at 408 nm were plotted against 

the total concentration of GSH and an equation that describes the dissociation of a 

bimolecular complex was fitted to the experimental data to obtain the Kd value, 72 

µM (inset). 

4.5. On the mechanism of binding of analytes by the proteins 

The most common result when a ligand was added to the panel of labeled proteins 

was quenching of the fluorescence of coumarin. This was true for both direct 

excitation of the coumarin probe at 355 nm and for excitation of W21 at 280 or 295 

nm. There was a small variation in the degree of quenching of the coumarin 

fluorescence between the labeled A216K/M208X mutants, probably resulting from 

differing microenvironments in the binding site leading to different orientations of 

K216Cou and the analyte. In many instances a fluorophore can be quenched both by 

collisions (dynamic quenching) and by complex formation (static quenching) with the 

same quencher 111. Static and dynamic quenching can be distinguished by their 

differing dependence on temperature, and is preferably carried out by fluorescence 

lifetime measurements 111. Another method to distinguish static and dynamic 

quenching is by examination of the absorption spectra of the fluorophore. Complex 

formation frequently results in perturbation of the absorption spectrum of the 

fluorophore, whereas no changes in the absorption spectrum occur in dynamic 
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quenching 111. For this setup, where steady-state fluorescence was used; it was not 

possible to reveal information whether the apparent quenching effect was 

predominantly dynamic, static, or a combination of the both. No observable changes 

in the absorption spectrum of coumarin were detected upon analyte addition, and the 

binding curves were not affected by differing temperatures. For some of the analytes, 

the effect was the opposite i.e. an increase of the coumarin fluorescence. This was 

particularly true for S-hexyl-GSH, which presented a binding curve where the 

fluorescence intensity was increased with increasing concentration of S-hexyl-GSH 

(Figure 4.9). The reason for the intensity increase is not clear at a photophysical level, 

but one suggestion is that S-hexyl-GSH lacks functionalities capable of quenching the 

coumarin probe and potentially shields the coumarin probe from intramolecular 

quenching moieties.  

Figure 4.9. Binding curves obtained by plotting normalized fluorescence intensity at 

408 nm versus the concentrations of free analytes, [analyte]free. The concentrations 

were calculated from the Kd values. A216KCou with S-hexyl-GSH (+, K  = 2.5 µM), 

GSH (�, Kd = 108 µM), GS-DNB (	, Kd = 347 µM), CDNB (
, Kd = 1.3 mM)  

(© 2007 American Chemical Society). 

One suggestion is that a combination of mechanisms gives rise to the different 

fluorescence effects. The occurrence of quenching or a “light-up” effect depends upon 

the mechanism, which in turn depends upon the chemical properties of the individual 

molecules. In the presented system, the coumarin probe is positioned in the flexible C-

terminal helix, which is presumed to undergo a conformational transition upon 

substrate binding. Because of this flexibility, and that the chemical properties differ 

between the analytes, it is not surprising that the apparent fluorescence effects differ 

between the analytes.    
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The interpretation of the apparent mechanism of energy transfer from W21 to the 

coumarin probe upon analyte addition was somewhat complex because competing 

mechanisms between quenching and energy transfer were observed. Also, the 

influence of the inner filter effect added an obstructing parameter that complicated the 

data analysis. Because of the mentioned complications, and also because of the short 

distance between W21 and the coumarin fluorophore, it was not possible to observe 

any distance changes upon analyte addition. The tryptophan emission alone was not 

observable when the coumarin fluorophore was attached to K216, i.e. the efficiency of 

energy transfer was close to 100%. According to the Förster theory 111, the transfer 

efficiency is strongly dependent on the distance when the donor-acceptor distance is 

close to R0. The Förster distance for tryptophan-coumarin derivates was not found in 

the literature but 20-25 Å should be a good estimate 128. Hence, in the current system, 

only large distance increases upon analyte addition would be detectable. In this work, 

“FRET” should be interpreted as a combined parameter which could be utilized 

within the pattern recognition analysis for extracting as much information as possible 

from the experimental array.  

4.6. Immobilization of A216KCou on a hydrogel surface 

Studies of biomolecular interactions in general, provides two fundamentally different 

approaches. Either all participating molecules are free in a solution or one of the 

interaction partners is immobilized on a surface. Most biosensors are based on 

biomolecules bound to a surface, which is often part of the transducer element. The 

general advantages of surface immobilization are that it allows convenient washing of 

the solid support without loss of the capture molecule, and also allows for surface 

regeneration which reduces sample consumption and processing time. When 

immobilizing fragile biomolecules (e.g. proteins), it has been shown that by coating 

the surface with a PEG-based hydrogel matrix, problems of denaturation and non-

specific binding associated with adsorption are dramatically reduced 129-131. 

Additionally, the PEG-based hydrogel promotes native interactions in a solution-like 

environment, and provides a 3D architecture that offers the potential of higher loading 

capacities and thus an increased response. The hydrogel surface used in this work was 

a patterned PEG-COOH matrix where carboxyl groups provided handles for site-

directed, covalent attachment of biomolecules. A detailed description of the 

preparation of the array surface is given in Larsson et al. 132.  
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An advantage with human GST A1-1 is that the protein has one single, and reduced, 

cysteine residue (C112) per monomer that lies at the surface of the protein, adjacent to 

the binding site. It has been reported that chemical modification of C112 has no effect 

on the catalytic turnover of hGST A1-1 133. This residue is therefore ideally located to 

serve as an orthogonal reactive handle for either, probes that can function as a “FRET-

pair” together with the coumarin fluorophore, or specific surface immobilization. 

Leaving the C112 in A216KCou intact, thus provided for site-specific immobilization 

of the protein on a PDEA activated surface. As a complement, an NHS-activated 

surface was also used for attaching the protein via nucleophilic amino acids (Figure 

4.10). 
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Figure 4.10. Reaction scheme for 
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The immobilization was examined by IR-spectroscopy, proteolytic digestion of the 

protein whilst attached to the surface, and fluorescence microscopy. Indeed, it was 

possible to immobilize A216KCou using either of the methods described (Figure 4.11). 

The higher intensity of the emitted light from the spots when A216KCou was 

immobilized on the NHS-activated surface indicated higher protein concentration. A 

possible reason can be that the protein contains many NHS-reactive residues and thus, 

due to the relative slow molecular tumbling of the protein, enables more successful 

reactions per unit of time, compared to the single-point attachment via C112. These 

experiments were an initial attempt to explore the potential of using A216KCou, or 

mutants of it, in surface-based biosensing systems.   

Figure 4.11. Schematic illustration of the immobilization of A216KCou on a PEG-

based biosensor chip and fluorescence microscopy. By use of masks, arrays of matrix 

spots were grafted onto a formed thiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM). (A) 

immobilization via NHS-reactive groups on the protein and (B) site-specific 

immobilization on a PDEA-activated PEG-matrix via Cys112. At the bottom are the 

pictures from fluorescence microscopy following immobilization. 
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4.7. Conclusions  

The naturally occurring enzyme hGST A1-1 has in a three step iterative procedure 

been turned into a multipurpose protein-based biosensor, using protein engineering 

and chemical modification. This was possible by taking advance of the benefits of the 

GSTs, i.e. promiscuous binding sites, high resistance to mutations and a site-specific 

attachment point for surface immobilization in combination with our novel site-

specific route that targets a single lysine. This work constitutes proof of principle, 

demonstrating that the ideas of the electronic nose and tongue could be transferred 

into the protein world.  
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In parallel with the work on paper IV, a more thorough study of the A216K/M208X 
mutants was performed with the aim of finding a candidate that could improve on 
GST-based fusion systems. A screening protocol was set up, where several 
parameters were measured for all individual mutants, such as expression level, 
specific activity, thermal stability, and rate of chemical modifications both in an E. 
coli lysate directly after expression and in buffered solution (purified protein).  

Improvement of the technologies for protein production and purification are always 

welcomed in the maturing field of proteomics. The GST gene fusion system is a well 

established system for expression, purification and detection of target proteins and 

peptides 134-138. A vector encoding for a GST fusion tag with an integrated protease 

site allows for convenient expression of the target protein, and subsequent purification 

by glutathione resins. The GST carrier can then be cleaved from the fusion protein by 

digesting with a site-specific protease such as thrombin or blood coagulation factor 

Xa. This chapter describes the development of an alternative method based on protein 

design for (i) improving expression yields, (ii) effective detection and (iii) purification 

of GST fusion proteins. 

By using our unique protein labeling kit with which a lysine residue can be covalently 

linked to an orthogonal group not present in other proteins, both in E. coli lysates and 

buffered solutions, we envisioned that the produced A216K/M208X protein library 

could expand the properties of a GST-fusion system. Introduction of a fluorescent 

probe in an E. coli lysate would provide a novel and sensitive colorimetric detection 

assay for monitoring the level of expressed protein, and introduction of, for example, 
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an aldehyde moiety would provide for alternative purification schemes. A selection 

protocol was carried out to find candidates from the A216K-mutants that subsequently 

could be used in protein purification schemes using GSTs as fusion partners. Good 

candidates should be easily expressed and purified in high yields, be thermally stable, 

be able to bind GSH and GSH-derivatives, be purified by standard GST-GSH 

protocols, and catalyze the standard CDNB reaction.  

5.1. Construction and characterization of the A216K/M208X mutants 

The vector containing the hGSTA1-1 mutant A216K gene was used as a template for 

random replacement of M208 by site-directed mutagenesis. Twenty clones were 

isolated and sequenced to produce eleven double mutants (A216K/M208S, A, Y, F, 

G, T, L, R, C, E, and K). In these semi high-throughput preparations, the cells were 

lysed through freeze-thawing. Following purification, and determination of the 

expression level, the A216K/M208X mutants were characterized with respect to their 

(i) specific activity towards CDNB, (ii) thermal stability, (iii) affinity towards GSH, 

and (iv) their propensity to react with four different labeling reagents (GSB, GS-Cou, 

GSC-Coubio, and GS-Al) in both E. coli lysates and buffer solutions. 

Figure 5.1. The structures of the synthesized glutathione-based thioesters used in this 

study. 
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5.1.1 Specific activity and stability 

All of the produced A216K/M208X mutants showed catalytic activity towards CDNB,

and demonstrated that the protein tolerated the double mutations. A216K had a 3-fold

lower specific activity compared to the human wild-type enzyme, but surprisingly, 

two of the double mutants (A216K/M208F and A216K/M208C) were actually better 

catalysts than the single mutant A216K. Activity measurements were also utilized to 

obtain information of the stabilities of the proteins, and demonstrated that the most of the

proteins could be stored at pH 7, and room temperature, for 4 days while retaining 

more than 60 % activity (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1: Yields, specific activities and stabilities of the produced double mutants. 

Mutant Yield 
a 

Specific activity 
b Stability 

 In % using A216K 
as a reference 

Towards CDNB + GSH 
(µmol*min-1*mg-1)

Remaining CDNB 
activity over 4 days (%) 

A216K 100 27.4 ± 3.5 91 
A216K/M208S 26 8.1 ± 0.3 93 
A216K/M208A 59 8.0 ± 0.8 56 
A216K/M208Y 72 9.9 ± 0.9 68 
A216K/M208F 26 35.6 ± 2.4 71 
A216K/M208G 77 3.1 ± 0.2 87 
A216K/M208T 103 12.6 ± 3.2 61 
A216K/M208L 99 21.2 ± 0.2 83 
A216K/M208R 23 2.6 ± 0.2 119 
A216K/M208C 74 30.7 ± 1.7 6 
A216K/M208E 38 19.1 ± 0.8 65 
A216K/M208K 37 2.6 ± 0.1 58 

(a) The yield of pure A216K from a one-liter culture was 18.8 mg under these circumstances. 

(b) The mean values of two ore more measurements 

5.1.2. Labeling propensity and GSH affinity

The labeling reactions were tested towards all mutants in E. coli lysates and buffer 

solution, using four different labeling reagents. Time-points were withdrawn from the 

labeling mixture for proteolysis, and subsequently analyzed by MALDI-MS in a semi-

quantitative fashion by dividing the m/z peak resulting from the modified fragment 

containing K216 by that of the respective unmodified + modified fragment. The 

outcomes of the site specific-labeling reactions are summarized in Table 5.2. The 

affinities for GSH to the coumarin-labeled mutants ranged between 72 µM – 179 µM, 

as measured by fluorescence spectroscopy (chapter 4). 
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Table 5.2: Modification reactions of the produced double mutants.

Mutant GSB
a 

GS-Cou
a

GSC-Coubio

a
GS-Al

a

% reacted after 4 h 
(E. coli lysate) 

% reacted after 8 min 
(E. coli lysate)

% reacted after 5 h 
(pure proteins) 

% reacted after 1 h 
(E. coli lysate)

A216K 73 49 97 71 
A216K/M208S 74 100 100 63 
A216K/M208A 58 100 100 n.m. 
A216K/M208Y 28 56 27 n.m. 
A216K/M208F 100 63 100 65 
A216K/M208G 53 61 94 n.m. 
A216K/M208T 60 85 79 47 
A216K/M208L 30 100 32 22 
A216K/M208R n.m. 37 85 n.m. 
A216K/M208C 36 100 80 n.m. 
A216K/M208E 50 n.m. 100 54 
A216K/M208K 36 n.m. 86 n.m. 

(a) Semi-quantitative calculations from MALDI-MS. 

5.2. Summary 

It turned out that the parent protein A216K and the double mutant A216K/M208F 

performed best when summarizing all tested parameters (Table 5.1 and 5.2). They 

could be quickly and quantitatively labeled with a coumarin probe in E. coli lysates. 

As shown in Paper III for coumarin-labeled A216K, the emission intensity from 

fluorescence measurements is dependent on the protein concentration (Figure 5.2) and 

the technique can thus be used to monitor the level of expressed protein. 

These mutants were also the best catalysts for the conjugation reaction between GSH 

and CDNB, and they could be stored in room temperature for several days with only a 

small loss of activity. Their affinities towards GSH were in micromolar range, and 

they could easily be purified using immobilized GSH on sepharose matrix. Finally, 

these candidates could be labeled with an aldehyde moiety, providing alternative 

orthogonal purification schemes using, for instance, immobilized hydrazide 

derivatives as capture molecules. 
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Figure 5.2. Fluorescence spectra (�exc = 360 nm) resulting from incubating two 

known (1 and 10 µM) and two unknown (5 and 9 µM) concentrations of A216K with 

GSC-Coubio (100 µM) for 5 h with subsequent treatment with NA beads. The inset 

shows the intensity of emission at 407 nm plotted versus concentration of protein. The 

two unknown samples are highlighted with arrows (© 2006 American Chemical 

Society). 

As can be seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, there are possibilities to choose mutant 

candidates other than A216K and A216K/M208F, depending on the desired 

performance. A drawback with A216K/M208F was the relative poor yield. For 

instance, A216K/M208T could be expressed in higher yields than A216K/M208F, but 

in turn, it had lower specific activity, stability, affinity for GSH, and it showed slower 

modification rates. If the focus instead would be on modification rates, 

A216K/M208S would be an interesting candidate.  

5.3. Outlook 

The results in this chapter show that, based on rational design, using site-directed 

mutagenesis and subsequent site-specific labeling, it can be possible to improve 

existing GST gene fusion systems. It would be very interesting to fuse the gene of 

A216K or A216K/M208F to a fusion partner of interest and evaluate the outcome of

expression, labeling, and purification. If successful, there are several parameters that 

can be fine-tuned. It should be mentioned that a major part of the experiments were 

done in a combinatorial fashion to prove our ideas, and even though they were done 
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carefully, many steps from cloning to purification could be optimized utilizing 

alternative methods and reagents.  
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Paper I 

• A novel method of site-specific introduction of non-coded groups in the Alpha 

class GSTs was invented. 

• One single tyrosine residue (Y9) out of 51 possible nuclephiles (in hGST A1-

1) was targeted for labeling. 

• The yield of the modification reaction was close to 100 % in less than one 

hour under optimal conditions. 

• It was possible to modify hGST A1-1 in E. coli lysates 

Paper II 

• A set of 17 GS-thioesters with alternating acyl groups were synthesized and 

screened against the human Alpha class GSTs to explore the reagent 

requirements in the modification reaction.

• The modification reaction was versatile with respect to all human Alpha class 

GSTs (A1-1, A2-2, A3-3 and A4-4) and the range of accepted GS-thioesters 

varied from 72 to 83 %.

•  The set now included fluorescent probes and a unique handle (an aldehyde)  

for chemical derivatization.

Paper III 

• To further improve the ease of handling of the glutathione-based labeling 

reagents, biotinylated reagents (GSC-Xbio) were designed and synthesized. 

• Two of the biotinylated GSC-thioesters could deliver the acyl group to Y9 in 

wild-type hGST A1-1 or K216 in the A216K mutant of hGST A1-1, creating a 

stable amide bond.

• The reaction was quantitative, fast, and could be performed directly in an E. 

coli lysate after expression.

• Streptavidin-coated agarose beads could then be used to mop up excess and 

used up reagent following completed reaction, and it was also possible to 

modify the proteins while the reagents were attached to the beads.
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Paper IV 

• The ideas of using advanced pattern recognition were applied to construct a 

protein-based multipurpose biosensor, i.e. an attempt to mimic the function of 

the olfactory system. 

• The hydrophobic binding site (H-site) of the hGST A1-1 mutant A216K was 

scrambled through mutations at position 208 to alter the micro-environment, 

and a library of 11 A216K/M208X mutants were isolated.

• All double mutants could be site-specifically modified at K216 by a 

fluorescent probe.

• Detection of analyte binding occurred through pattern recognition of 

fluorescence signals.

• The analytes bound in a specific manner in the binding pocket and the 

affinities of a subset of analytes for the labeled proteins were measured. The 

affinities varied between 2.5 µM to 6.8 mM.

• The labeled proteins could be site-specifically immobilized on a PEG-based 

biosensor chip via residue C112 on the protein surface.

Paper V 

• Improvements on protein purification schemes that are using GSTs as fusion 

partners are presented.

• Several parameters for the produced A216K/M208X library were tested, such 

as expression yield, thermal stability, specific activity, and modification 

propensity.

• The specific introduction of a fluorescent probe in E. coli lysates directly after 

expression provided a quick and sensitive monitoring of expression yields, and 

labeling with an aldehyde moiety provided a specific handle, not present in 

other proteins expressed in E. coli, for orthogonal protein purification.

• Two of the candidates from the protein library performed well in all tested 

parameters and could possibly improve on existing GST fusion systems.
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Since the early-1990s, chemical synthesis has emerged as a powerful technique to 

generate proteins with novel properties 139-142. The total synthesis of protein constructs 

enables complete control over design and incorporation of non-coded elements at any 

position in the protein. This is not possible by recombinant DNA-based methods that 

are subject to the limitations of ribosomal synthesis of the polypeptide chain. 

However, considerable progress has been made in expanding the number and nature 

of genetically encoded amino acids in E. coli, yeast and mammalian cells in the recent 

years 143. By means of a unique codon and corresponding tRNA/aminoacyl-tRNA 

synthetase pair, Schultz and co-workers have incorporated more than 30 unnatural 

amino acids into proteins. The chemical synthetic strategies are however considered 

as simpler and more straightforward, and promise the unlimited variation of the 

covalent structure of a polypeptide chain 144. This chapter describes an unfulfilled 

opportunity to synthetically reconstruct hGST A1-1, by applying two different 

designed synthetic strategies. 

7.1. Native Chemical Ligation  

Native chemical ligation (NCL) is the most practical and robust method for the 

chemoselective reaction of unprotected peptides. Native chemical ligation has become 

established as an effective method for the synthesis of large polypeptides that fold 

efficiently to form active protein molecules 18, 145-147. So far, more than 300 

biologically active proteins from more than 20 different families have been 

successfully prepared by total chemical synthesis with this method 144. In the NCL 

procedure, a peptide containing a C-terminal thioester reacts with another peptide 
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containing an N-terminal cysteine residue in aqueous solution at neutral pH, and this 

results in the formation of a native peptide bond between the two peptide segments 139

(Figure 7.1).  

Figure 7.1. Native chemical ligation (NCL). Unprotected peptide segments are 

reacted by means of reversible thiol/thioester exchange to give a thioester-linked 

reaction product, followed by an irreversible intramolecular rearrangement forming 

a polypeptide product that is linked by a native amide bond. 

Coupling long peptides by this technique is in many cases nearly quantitative and 

provides synthetic access to proteins otherwise impossible to make, and in particular, 

it provides almost inexhaustible opportunities to decorate the protein with artificial 

groups at any position 147. The designed Synthetic strategy A is based on NCL. 

However, most chemical protein syntheses by NCL have involved the joining together 

of just two unprotected peptide segments 139, 148-152. Sequential NCL in solution of 

three or more peptide segments involves additional chemical manipulations directed 

by the need for temporary protection of the middle segments, each of which carries 

chemoselective reactive functionalities 153. The native chemical ligation method has 

been developed to apply the principles of polymer-supported organic synthesis, 

establishing access to much larger polypeptide chains by performing sequential solid-

phase ligations of unprotected peptide segments 154. Solid-phase chemical ligation 

(SPCL) has all the advantages of traditional solid-phase organic chemistry. 

Specifically, the SPCL method allows for rapid purification of the intermediate 

polymer support-bound ligation products and facilitates the changes in solvent and 

other conditions necessary for different steps of the synthetic cycle. In addition, 

potential solubility problems for the intermediate product polypeptides will be 

reduced because of their attachment to a polymeric support and this also reduces the 

possibilities to form aggregates 155. The designed Synthetic strategy B is based on 

SPCL. 
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7.2. Synthetic Strategy A (NCL) 

The 221 residue amino acid sequence of hGST A1-1 (without the N-terminal 

methionine residue) was divided into four polypeptide segments (amino acids 1-45, 

46-114, 115-167 and 168-221) (Figure 7.2). The chosen cleavage sites excluded 

residues known to be important for structure and function of hGST A1-1. 

A. 1AEKPKLHYFN 11ARGRMESTRW 21LLAAAGVEFE 31EKFIKSAEDL  

41DKLR(N�D)-SBzl 

     

B. 46(D�C(Msc))GYLM 51FQQVPMVEID 61GMKLVQTRAI  71LNYIASKYNL  

81YGKDIKERAL 91IDMYIEGIAD 101LGEMILLLPV 111C(Acm)PPE-SBzl 

                

C. 115(E�C(Acm))KDAKL 121ALIKEKIKNR 131YFPAFEKVLK 141SHGQDYLVGN  

151KLSRADIHLV  161ELLYYVE-SBzl 

DD. 168(E�C)LD 171SSLISSFPLL 181KALKTRISNL 191PTVKKFLQPG 201SPRKPPMDEK  

211SLEEARKIFR 221F 

Figure 7.2. The four synthesized polypeptide segments. 

For segment A, the C-terminal asparagine was changed to aspartic acid. The aspartic 

acid (segment A) and the glutamic acid (segments B and C) were coupled to the resin 

via their �-carboxy group and �-carboxy group, respectively. A resin yielding a C-

terminal amide upon resin detachment was used for segments A and D. For segment 

A, this means that the introduced aspartic acid will again become an asparagine upon 

resin detachment. Segments B and C were synthesized on a resin yielding a C-

terminal acid upon resin detachment. The N-terminal aspartic acid (segment B) and 

glutamic acid (segments C and D) were changed to cysteine residues. The introduced 

cysteine residues in segments B and C were orthogonally protected with a 

methylsulfonylethyloxycarbonyl (Msc) and -acetamidomethyl (Acm) group, 

respectively. Also, the cysteine residue 111 (segment B) was protected with the Acm 

group. The thioester at the C-terminus of segments A, B, and C, were made on the 

S
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resin following completed peptide synthesis and orthogonal deprotection of the �-

carboxy groups.  

The designed scheme for the total synthesis of hGST A1-1 was based on sequential 

consecutive thioester-mediated native chemical ligations (Figure 7.3), followed by 

alkylation of the cysteine residues at positions 46, 115, and 168 with bromoacetic acid 

to form non-coded amino acid side chains, similar to glutamic acid (Figure 7.4). 
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Figure 7.3. Scheme of 
strategy A for total 
synthesis of hGST A1-1 
by NCL.

Figure 7.4. Alkylation 
of the cysteine residues
at positions 46, 115 and 
168 with bromoacetic 
acid forming non-coded 
amino acid side chains 
similar to glutamic 
acid.
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7.2.1. Results 

Four polypeptides were successfully synthesized using Fmoc-based solid-phase 

peptide synthesis (SPPS), and purified with HPLC. The resulting peptide masses from 

MALDI-MS analysis (Figure 7.5) were in good agreement compared to the theoretical 

masses.  

  

Figure 7.5. MALDI-MS spectra of the four synthesized polypeptides. (A) corresponds 
to segment A (aa 1-45), calculated m/z: 5306 D, (B) to segment B (aa 46-114), 
calculated m/z: 8182 D, (C) to segment C (aa 115-167), calculated m/z: 6387 D  and
(D) to segment D (aa 168-221), calculated m/z: 6160 D. 

The ligation reaction between segments C and D was monitored by analytical HPLC 

(Figure 7.6), and it was essentially complete after 48 h. The ligated product was 

purified with HPLC and the product mass was identified with MALDI-MS (Figure 

7.7). Unfortunately, the oxidized D+D could not be satisfyingly separated from the 

product. 
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Figure 7.6.  Native chemical ligation between segments C and D monitored by 
analytical HPLC (UV profiles at 220 nm are shown). The reaction was performed in 
6M GuHCl in 0.1M NaPi, pH 7.1, with 2% (v/v) thiophenol (PhSH). Segment C was 
added in three aliquots (t=0, t=5h, and t=24h, total molar ratio of 1.5:1 between C 
and D). In the upper trace (t=48h), PhSH has been extracted away. 

Figure 7.7.  MALDI-MS spectrum of the purified product after ligation between 
segments C and D. 

The next step was to selectively remove the Acm group of the cysteine residue at the 

N-terminus of the ligated product (C + D). Despite several tested deprotection 

mixtures, this was found to be rather difficult, and yielded at most only 20 – 30 % 

Acm-deprotected product, determined from semi-quantitative analysis by electrospray 

ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) (Figure 7.8). The reason for this was probably 

that the polypeptide formed aggregates that resulted in a buried cysteine residue.  
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Figure 7.8. ESI-MS spectrum following Acm deprotection of the cysteine residue at 

the N-terminus of the C+D segment, showing multiple protonation states of the 

polypeptide. The peaks highlighted with asterisks correspond to Acm-deprotected 

polypeptide and the peaks with outlined protonation states correspond to the 

polypeptide with the Acm group. 

A small scale test to couple the C + D polypeptide to B was carried out. The ligation 

reaction was followed by HPLC and a peak was observed that corresponded to the 

ligation product between the two polypeptides, as determined by MALDI-MS (data 

not shown). However, at this stage it became hard to interpret the results, again, 

probably because of aggregation of the polypeptides that resulted in broad peaks, both 

in the HPLC and the MALDI-MS experiments. The conditions during the Acm 

removal, the ligation reactions, and the HPLC runs could be improved by including 

10-20 % trifluoroethanol (TFE) that is known to interrupt formation of aggregates in 

concentrations above 10 %. 
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7.3. Synthetic strategy B (SPCL) 

This strategy was developed to be able to carry out the consecutive peptide ligations 

of unprotected peptide segments, whilst the C-terminal peptide was attached to a 

water compatible polymeric support. Unfortunately, this strategy was not applied in 

the lab due to instrumental problems at that time, but is presented here as an 

opportunity for total synthesis of hGST A1-1, providing possible improvements 

compared to the synthetic strategy A. A short summary of the synthetic strategy B: 

• Fmoc-Lys(Alloc)-OH (a lysine residue that is orthogonally protected at the 

side chain with an Alloc group) is attached to the solid support. 

• The amino group is activated with bromoacetic acid following Fmoc removal, 

and the first amino acid of segment D (Fmoc-Phe-OH) is then coupled to the 

�-carbon via its carboxy group. The rest of segment D is then synthesized by 

SPPS. 

• Following Alloc removal, levulinic acid is coupled to the side chain of the C-

terminal Lys residue, providing an orthogonal ketone handle. 

• The synthesized peptide is cleaved from the solid support and purified with 

HPLC. 

• A water-compatible solid support is reacted with N-Boc-aminooxyacetic acid, 

the Boc group is removed, and the purified segment D is coupled to the solid 

support via its keto group by oxime-forming chemoselective reaction. 

• Segment C, B, and A is then ligated consecutively by SPCL with orthogonal 

deprotection of the Cys-protecting groups in between.  

• Following alkylation of the three inserted Cys residues (changed from Glu or 

Asp to Cys) with bromoacetic acid and removal of the Acm group of the 

intrinsic Cys 112, the synthesized polypeptide is cleaved from the solid 

support by aqueous base, purified, and eventually folded in buffer soulution. 
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Figure 7.9. Reaction scheme of the total synthesis of hGST A1-1 by SPCL.  
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När jag för tio år sedan flyttade från Alingsås till Linköping för att börja studera kemi 
trodde jag nog inte att jag en dag skulle bli doktor. Men intresset för ämnet bara ökade 
med åren, mycket tack vare den höga kvalitén på kemiutbildningen i Linköping. Nu 
har jag (snart) nått fram till doktorstiteln, och det är inte utan all fantastisk hjälp och 
support som många människor har bidragit med. Såklart finns det en massa personer 
jag skulle vilja tacka för att på ett eller annat sätt bidragit till att denna avhandling 
blivit verklighet… 

…först och främst min fantastiska handledare Kerstin Broo! Jag är otroligt lycklig 
för att jag fick genomföra mina forskarstudier med dig som handledare. Du har varit 
ett grymt stöd och pushat på i både med- och motgång, alltid funnits tillgänglig när 
det behövts och gett mycket positiv feedback. Du har gett mig stora möjligheter att 
utvecklas som självständig forskare som jag kommer att ha stor nytta av i framtiden. 
Ärligt talat har jag svårt att se hur en handledare skulle kunna vara bättre än vad 
Kerstin varit. 

…ett stort tack till min biträdande (eller hur man nu ska säga) handledare Nalle 
Jonsson! När Kerstin flyttade till Göteborg så har du klivit in och ”tagit hand om 
mig” på många sätt. Även fast du är en upptagen man så har du alltid tagit dig tid för 
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